Summary of the questions and answers regarding memonizerFOOD:
1. How far does the field of radiation extend? How much food can be harmonized with memonizerFOOD?
How big is memonizerFOOD‘s “effective radius“ and height?
Answer: Vertically: as high as a wine bottle, and horizontally: the size of a dining plate.
2. How long does the harmonization process take?
Answer: 4 minutes
3. Is the information spectrum different from the other memonizers?
Answer: Yes! memonizerFOOD is a completely different range of information that includes metabolism
as a priority.
4. Does memonizerFOOD replace memonizerWATER?
Answer: No! In general, it should be noted that, there is a difference/contrast to memonizerFOOD. All
other memonizers are created for a flowing system.
5. Does it make a difference whether you harmonize with memonizerFOOD or memonizerWATER?
Answer: Yes!
6. Does memonizerFOOD contain electroinformation?Answer: Yes!
7. Does it work only on the symbol? And what is the lifespan?
Answer: No, the entire surface. The lifespan is about five years on continuous using.
8. Is a special storage required?
Answer: No! it can safely be stored anywhere (except for strong electromagnetic fields are
given/exposed to).
9. Does a repeated harmonization of the same food / beverage have any effect on the operation of the
memonizerFOOD?
Answer: No!
10. Must food be unpacked?
Answer: Yes – ONLY for aluminum packaging, otherwise no!
11. Are „interactions“, to be expected if the food „harmonized energized“/ before with any other technology
(e.g. Reiki) and will be additionally placed on the food?
Answer: No, but it cannot be completely ruled out, because memon® does not work on a spiritual level.
memon® clears the pathogenic (disease causing) information.
12. Does only one side of the food-card (the one with the icon) harmonize food / beverage?
Answer: No, it works with both sides. However, we recommend using the side with the icon.
13. How long„ does the information may expire and can I use the memonizerFOOD again for the same
product?
Answer: If the information is once erased you do not need to use the memonizerFOOD another time for
the same food!!!
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